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Abstract: A novel wavelength conversion concept based on InAs/InP(100) quantum-dot ring-

laser structure is demonstrated requiring no external laser, optical inversion or optical filtering. 

Demonstration at 622Mb/s for a 2mm ring, suggests applicability for much higher speeds 

© 2007 Optical Society of America. 

OCSIS codes: (130.7405) Wavelength conversion devices, (230.5590)   Quantum-well, -wire 

and -dot devices  

1. Introduction 

All Optical Wavelength Conversion (AOWC) is a key technology for future optical packet switching 

networks  [1]. Popular among AOWC schemes are those based on non-linear effects in Semi-conductor 

Optical Amplifiers (SOAs)  [2] as those can be monolithically integrated. In many of the suggested 

implementations for AOWC the interaction of two laser signals, pump and probe, is required for the 

transfer of information from one signal to another. Other methods relying on modulation of a laser cavity 

by an external laser source such as a semiconductor fiber ring laser are based on Four-Wave-Mixing 

effects which require both high biasing current of the SOA and high optical power of pump signal [3]. In 

the above mentioned schemes optical filtering is required at the output of the WC to separate between the 

pump and probe signals. Also, for wavelength conversion based on cross gain or cross phase modulation, 

the resulting wavelength converted signal is inverted  [2] requiring an extra inverter stage which 

complicates the design. While some solutions for filter-less Wavelength-Converters (WC) were described 

in literature, such as the use of Sagnac-loop mirror  [4], these cannot be integrated in semiconductor 

devices. Integrated solutions such as those based on Fabry-Perot Lasers and injection locking  [5] require 

mirrors as part of the laser cavity limiting the placement of such WC in most integrated designs (usually 

to the end cleaved facet of the chip for simplicity). Recently published work  [6], has suggested the use of 

ring lasers under unidirectional operation for wavelength conversion, but this operation mode of the ring 

lasers requires relatively high pumping current for sustainable uni-directionality  [7]. 

In this paper we report on the operation of a wavelength conversion scheme which is utilizing a 

monolithically integrated quantum-dot (QD) semiconductor ring laser containing an actively pumped 

directional coupler as an output coupler. The suggested structure is a very compact one, owing to the ring 

structure and lack of inverting stage, and could be made two orders of magnitude smaller in principle if 

disc lasers are employed [6]. A data signal modulated onto an external optical field and injected into this 

laser structure via one of the laser’s two output waveguides will result in a  non-inverted wavelength 

converted signal which requires no optical filtering since the incoming data signal and wavelength 

converted one travel in opposite directions. The whole device is fabricated in InAs/InGaAsP/InP (100) 

QD material, wavelength tuned into the 1.55µm region  [8]- [9], a very promising material for modulated 

operation due to the suppressed relaxation oscillations and the fast gain recovery  [10]. The concept was 

successfully demonstrated using a 2mm long QD ring laser and 200 micron long directional coupler at 

speeds up to 1Gb/s. Conversion of input wavelength from 1535-1567nm to the lasing wavelength at 

1564.42nm  was obtained. 

2. Principle of operation 

Through careful selection of biasing current 

single mode operation of the ring laser with 

large Side Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR) 

can be obtained. It was experimentally found 

that it is of key importance that SMSR be as 

high as possible to ensure a good extinction 

ratio for the converted signal. If in addition the 

injected laser light has a wavelength which does not agree with any of the supported longitudal modes of 

Fig 1.  Device layout 
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the ring laser, the portion of optical field coupled into the ring cavity has little effect on the ring’s lasing 

mode. 

Naturally all of the input light travels through the directional coupler structure which is actively 

pumped by the same electrode pumping the ring laser, thus the coupling ratio of the coupler is altered by 

the introduction of an optical input pump (during the data “1”)  [9]. It has been shown  [11] that close to 

critical coupling of a ring structure, small changes in coupling coefficients can result in large changes in 

transmitted power of a ring resonator. In this case, as the ring structure including the coupler, is pumped 

above lasing threshold, it is possible, to have the ring laser’s output power follow the changes in the input 

signal in a non inverted manner. While the change in coupling coefficient might be very quick, depending 

mostly on the properties of the active material, the round trip time of the ring (~25psec) sets an upper 

limit to the reaction time of device as a wavelength converter. 

3. Device description and fabrication 

The layout of the fabricated device is given in Fig. 1. It consists of a 2mm deeply etched ring cavity 

which is coupled to an external waveguide by a directional coupler with a length of 200 microns and a 

gap of 1 micron. The ring’s electrical contact (no. 2 in Fig. 1) does not cover the whole length of the ring, 

but instead a small section (about 35 microns in length, no. 3 in Fig. 1) has a separate contact. This was 

initially placed in order to apply a reverse bias to this section so that it will act as an absorber for passive 

mode locking  [12]. In this experiment this extra contact was positively biased with a low current in order 

to assist single mode operation with high suppression of adjacent modes. The output waveguides are tilted 

by 7° and the chip-facets are anti-reflection coated in order to minimise reflections.  

The QD material was grown on an n-type InP (100) substrate by metal–organic vapor-phase 

epitaxy. In the active region, five-fold stacked InAs QD layers separated by 40-nm-thick Q1.25-layer of 

InGaAsP were placed in the centre of a 500-nm-thick lattice-matched Q1.25 waveguide core. The choice 

of QD material simplifies fabrication of small size devices since carrier recombination in deeply etched 

QD waveguides is not an issue  [12]. Similar designs using quantum well or bulk material would require 

passivation. 

 

4. Experimental Set-up and Results 

The experimental set-up used is shown in Figure 2. The QD ring laser was placed in a probe station and 

powered using three different current sources to provide maximal flexibility in optimizing single mode 

operation. The tunable laser’s output was set to 1558.9nm & 8dBm and the EDFA output was set for 

13dBm, a gain of 12dB. While this is might be considered a relatively strong signal, coupling losses of 6-

10dB are expected in the probe station, so that actual power coupled to the laser ring structure is a rather 

modest 3-7dBm. A PRBS of 2
23

-1 at 622Mb/s was used to modulate the optical signal with a 13dB 

extinction ratio. The wavelength converted signal, coming back from the same side of the device through 

the 3
rd

 port of the circulator was then amplified again and sent either filtered or unfiltered to a broadband 

O/E (15GHz bandwidth) with internal electrical gain of 32dB. The electrical signal at the O/E output was 

used to trace the eye pattern and measure BER. 

 

 
Fig 2.  Experimental Set-up 

A crucial operation condition for the wavelength conversion scheme is high Side Mode 

Suppression Ratio (SMSR) of the ring laser in single mode. Under the following biasing conditions (using 

the notation from Fig. 1); I1=13.76mAmp(1.125V),I2=211mAmp(1.83V),I3=10mAmp(2.26V)  stable single 

mode lasing at 1564.4nm with 35dB of SMSR was obtained. The current injection to the ring laser was 

around 25% above the threshold current of 165mAmps.  

In Figure 3 output of the wavelength converter with (ER~6dB) and without (ER~4.5dB) an 

optical filter are shown. Due to the long wavelength of operation for the ring laser compared with the 

EDFA gain band, signal to noise ratio for the unfiltered eye resulted in a power penalty of 10dB. As this 
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is not a true limitation of the device, the actual BER penalty was taken with a narrow band optical filter. 

The rise and fall time was measured to 600psec limiting error free operation to below 1GHz which led to 

the choice of 622Mb/s (OC-12) for BER characterization. Nevertheless an open eye was still attainable at 

1Gb/s but with much higher penalty. Also in Figure 3, BER curves of the wavelength converted signal 

and the input signal are shown. The power penalty at 10
-9

 is around 4.5dB and both curves have similar 

slopes suggesting error floor free operation to at least 10
-10

. Similar extinction ratio was observed for the 

same operating conditions of the ring laser, as the input wavelength was swept from 1535-1567 nm, as 

long as the injected wavelength was not in agreement with any of the longitudal modes of the cavity, as 

previously explained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.  BER results & Eye patterns at 622Mb/s with (top) and without (bottom) optical filtering 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

The device used in this demonstration was by no means optimized for this application. Since it was 

crucial not to reach injection locking but at the same time to inject enough power into the coupler to 

generate the desired effect, the small FSR was a major limitation. Also the device was not optimized for 

single mode operation with high SMSR which is crucial for high output extinction ratio. It is expected 

that an optimized design should exhibit larger ER and therefore a lower penalty. Also, as the round trip 

time in the ring was in the order of 25psec, achieving steady state lasing of the ring after a change in 

photon injection has been made took several hundreds of picoseconds limiting the speed of the device. 

From the point of view of power utilization, the device consumed only 400mwatts of power, 

mostly due to the current required to reach lasing threshold in the ring. It is expected that the same 

scheme can be used to achieve 40Gb/s and perhaps 100Gb/s wavelength conversion once a disc laser, 

which has already been demonstrated to operate in CW (two orders of magnitude smaller than the 

demonstrated device), replaces the ring device shown here and a more compact MMI coupler replaces the 

relatively long directional coupler. Not only that, these micro disk lasers use only microwatts of power so 

we should expect power consumption for such devices to scale down considerably as well. 
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